RISE SMARTER

The 2023 PCX® is Honda at its best: smart, versatile transportation that takes the hassle out of getting from place to place. Because it's a scooter, it slips through traffic and makes finding parking easy. Because it's a Honda, you know it's built way better than the bargain-basement no-name scooters out there. Because it features a generous underseat storage compartment, it's versatile for running errands to the grocery store or to class. Because it offers such spectacular fuel efficiency, gas prices won't take such a big bite out of your budget. Plus, the PCX is just plain fun. A new color for 2023 keeps things fresh, and this year every PCX comes with our front-wheel anti-lock brake system, standard.
RIDER COMFORT
The long, plush seat is even more comfortable than it looks. Plus, give your co-pilot an incredible view with the stepped passenger section.

UNDER-SEAT STORAGE
Flip the seat open and you’ll see a surprisingly large amount of storage room, enough for most full-face helmets or an evening’s worth of groceries. The main compartment locks for security and is weather-resistant, too. With a full 30 liters of capacity (nearly eight gallons), it’s plenty big enough for everyday use.

ANTI-LOCK BRAKES
The PCX offers our front-wheel Anti-Lock Braking System (ABS), giving you the power to make confident stops, even in less-than-ideal conditions.

4-VALVE ENGINE
The PCX’s engine displaces 157cc, for plenty of get up and go. The eSP+ technology (enhanced smart power) uses a new four-valve design with a bore/stroke ratio specially designed to lower emissions and provide responsive performance.